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the Periodic 	

-
(a) 

(1) 

(b) 	 the formula of the compound J-fW,.,...",·fj n'>TU1Ppn sodium and the most 
element in Group 7. 

(1) 

(c) 	 All of the metals in Group 1 react with water. There are similarities between the 
reactions. a cross (C8J) in three boxes to show which statements apply to the 
reactions all Group 1 metals with water. 

a flame is seen -
a solution of the metal hydroxide is formed ~ -

a solution of the metal oxide is formed 0 -
carbon dioxide is formed -

hydrogen is j8l -
the metal sinks -

the solution formed is acidic 0 -
the solution formed is alkaline ~ -

(3) 

Lithium and are metals Group 1 the Periodic They react in a similar 
way with water, producing hydrogen and an solution. 

(0} 	 A piece of sodium is added to another trough water. 
! 

(i) 	 Give two observations, other than the sodium floating, that you could make 
during reaction. ® Dl5~ 

: 
/ 

G .. k~ ... .1. ..~~......~ .....lp..~~.! .....................~~~ 

0··VV\:9.·~~·····(··9. ...§~~~) .......... . 


o 	 !~(~ (2) 

(ii) 	 Write a chemical equation for the reaction . 

.....~..N.~Q.. (-1, .... H....... ..::t ............... . 


.. ~ ....... ~ ~'''''.'.~''.'''' ... ~ *.~ ...• +~~ ••••• " 5 •••••••••••• • ,."' ••••••• ~~~ ••••• ••••••• ,. ••••••• ~ ••• ~ •••••• " ••••• ~* .~~ •••••••• '~~~.' 


(2) 

I J 



-
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i L ;i eave i 
blank :, 

(H,) Rubidium is Group 1 metal. of rubidium is added to a different 1
j : 

of water. 
I 

(i) Predict one observation that would be different using rubidium instead of I ,i 
sodium. 

r 	 ",' 
.......TJq.~.~ ../ ..~~.p.! ..... §.~..9..~ .....................................:...................... . 


. 	 I 

Lo.:.cc..epf......~0t1 ...~.~.....~X~.....Q..9.$~~1 , 
3; ~r€- qVvtdcLjj (eD~~ i 

(ii) 	Predict a possible pH value for the solution formed in reaction between ~)i 
rubidium and water. : I 

i 

..t......=..I..:t.........(.~.~ ....'!.~~.~....t{~~!0...~~~ ...~~) 

(1) j Q6! 1'··1 

@ Calcium and are both metals. 
small piece each metal is added to separate troughs of water. 


metals react with water as shown in these equations: 


calcium + water ---+ compound A + X 


sodium + water ......, compound B + X 


(a) (i) State one observation that would the same during both reactions. 

~~.b.J~...I ..n .&b.~;?.I. "t-".r-Hit"". 

...m..~.... f}.m.....s?~9.\.:tt?r.......................................................... 
(1) 

(b) 	 (i) What is compound . 

........~.~........~~·· .... ·~0·9 ........~.~.~!..f!:...................................................... 

(1) 

(ii) 	 What is the formula of compound 

N QH
•••••• ~~'''''.'' *~. ~ ••••• ~".".'.'."'.".~.~."' •• "".""'~"" ••• $ ~~ ••• ~ •••• ~~.~ •••••• ~ ••• ~ •••••••••• ~ ~ •• ~ ••••• ~ •••••••• ~ ... ~~ 

(1) 

(c) Identify gas and describe a test, the result, for this 

Identity of ,·· ... h&-.r:;!.l':9ff~......I .....lj~................................................ ...... 

Test .... (S.f(:~) ......PQ.p....... f0(l);f.y ..................b..~.CV].~.'YJ... ~ .. 
............$.:p. r? 4:.:..................................................................................................... 

(2) 

2. 



......-...-...- ......--........-......-.....-....-..-.....-.--.........-....-.---................-...............-.......-...- .---.- ........ ... .._........-.....-... ...----........·..----·····..·-..-·--.....···-··..·-·....····.....-·.. ...·-·r·..-·.. •
-·~ 

~ 

Leave ,. 

(d) (i) State the colour of universal indicator in a solution of compound B. 
blankII i 

Which ion causes universal indicator to turn this colour? . 

i Colour of universal indicator ....~.~.~.. I ..p.t,I,(P.l~... ... .......... .. .... i 
Ion ....... .... .............. ................................ .. .... ....... .. ........ :... ........... .. ......... ... ............. I 

(2) 
; 
! 

I What colour does compound B give in a flame test? ! 
! 
............. .... .........~.~!J9·~ ..I .. o.~..<:?-: ....... ... ... ..... .... .. ........ .. ........ .. .. .. l 


(1) ~Q} 
When chlorine gas is bubbled into colourless sodium bromide solution a reaction 
takes place. The solution becomes brown. 

(i) 	 Write a word equation for the reaction which takes place. 

..C'h,'g<l\0~·± · 1(')fiJ~~.~....bnilY\·\~····±··t:,~~ie 
(ii) 	 What name is given to this type of reaction? 

.. ... .. ........d.l.:$. .p.~.~~~...... .................. .................. .......... ............... 

(1) 

(iii) What does this 	reaction indicate about the reactivity of chlorine compared to 
bromine?'

j 

.....C:0J.Q.v.~r.\.~.....h(\9(.g......(~~~......(~~~ .. '< •••••••) ......(,) 

...' 	 IJv,oW\ \1'\.(2 ... -- . 

(l)) Some chlorine gas is bubbled into a solution containing potassium iodide. ~ A displacement reaction occurs. 
I 

I (i) 	 Write ~on0eqUation for the reaction. _ 

.... .. .~J.c:l: ... ± ......;L..I.=...............?........~..g ............±...... .. J.~......... 

(1) 

(ii) 	 What colour is the solution at the end of the reaction? 

..... br.Q~1.':. .. Jr.~ .. /..·~g···· ·· · ·· ··{·~£lOM ) 

(iii) Explain why no displacement reaction occurs when iodine is added to a solution 

of potassium chloride. . . 

GNOVtfuc 	wMCJ ~ t-e..o..LXtve ~ (Q.C{lA. ()/................................ ................................................................................ .. .......~..+. 
...... i.Q..c.4~....~.....~~~.\(~..~......0..~9~~~...... 

(1) 



(c) Hydrogen chloride can be made using the reaction 

+ Ch(g) -t 2HCl(g) 

seen during this reaction. Describe the colour 

4> •••• (.&g:L~.)..~..j.~.........................................:....................................... 
"...n. ....W.I.Q'0 v.:.t..v.:o. .../.~!.$.ty. /9...~.9.lV."?j....:&!:f.~&&.;) 

ttntHl\

the elements Group 7 of Periodic Table are chlorine, bromine and iodine. 

(a) Give the electronic configuration chlorine. 

Q :?? 
............................... J. ..... 


(1) 

are in outer shell an atom iodine?(b) How 

(1) 

(c) Bromine reacts with hydrogen to form bromide. The chemical equation for 
reaction is 

(g) + 

Describe the co\our change occurring during the 

Colour change .:':...b.t::;-!.~..I ..Q~.............................. ..................... .. 

.. -to (2)~rtuv.> 

(~ A teacher prepares a jar oxygen.ICD She then lights a piece of magnesium ribbon and places it in the Jar. 
I A vigorous reaction occurs. 
I 

reaction between magnesium and 
oxygen. 

two observations she could 

1 ..br~5.~/b..~J.~~..~~·!.~.~~.?·~.l.:.tJ.. l~...................E.. 

2 h. ..;>'9.:1..\.:O......:fu.(~ ........................................................... 


(2) 

http:9...~.9.lV


peroxide 

oxygen 

' - ,------ - - -	 .. 
Leave 
blank 

SECTION A 

18' Oxygen gas can be prepared and collected in the laboratory using the apparatus shown in 
\..gJ the diagram. 

hydrogen 

manganese(IV) oxide 

(a) Hydrogen peroxide decomposes very slowly to form water and oxygen. 

(i) 	 Write a word equation for this reaction. 

h(Jg~~········~··iiJ~··+··6X'f8J[+'/ 
.........P................................................................................................................... 


(1) 

(ii) 	 The reaction is much faster if a small amount of manganese(IV) oxide is added. 
What type of substance is manganese(IV) oxide in this reaction? 

..........................~.~.~ ...................................................................... 

(1) 

(b) 	 The diagram shows oxygen gas being collected in a syringe. 

Suggest one other way to collect the gas . 


..Qv..~ .....l:.!.~..~...../ ....~~ .....o/......0..~.r. 

....~......~.'0.~~.......0!Y.~.~....qj.......~.:.... 
(1) 

(c) Describe the test for oxygen . 

..........r.~~.~ .......0. .... J.l:9..~.~~.......~P.~~~ ....: .............................. 


(1) 
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I 

Some sulphur is burned in a gas jar of oxygen. The gas formed is sUlphur dioxide. 

(i) 	 Write a chemical equation for the reaction between sulphur and oxygen. 

.................0.... t ....9.'e:K'" ....... ? ....Q9~ ....... ... ..................... ........... .. .. .......... 

(1) 

(ii) 	The damp litmus paper turns red when placed in the sulphur dioxide. 
What does this indicate about sulphur dioxide? 

.9..9..~.~.. / :/9r}'!y;~.....ff.:'.J9N............... .. .......... .. ....... .. ............... .. 

(1) 

(f) Two reactions involving copper compounds are shown in this sequence: 

Reaction 1 	 Reaction 2 .
copper(II) carbonate ---~.... copper(Il) oxide .... copper(II) chlonde 

(i) 	 Reaction 1 occurs when copper(U) carbonate is heated. Carbon dioxide is the 
other product of this reaction. 

Describe the colour change seen and write a chemical equation for the reaction. 
Include state symbols in the equation. 

Colour change ...:6.0,lY.Y. ....3~......i9.......~~..9:.q~ ...................... ..
r' 
Chemical equation ..... .. ......... .. ......................... .. .......... ........................ .. ............... . 


... ... ..eM.(P.3(~}·"····"" ·" !." .....~..Q..(S.) ..... ...:t........~9.~ .. fJ!.. 

(4) 

(ii) The other substance needed for Reaction 2 is dilute hydrochloric acid. Write the 
chemical equation for Reaction 2. 

+ J l-1 (L '----7 Cu U + [-{. 0 ... ...................... ..... ...................... ... ...........~................. ..~ ......... .. 
(3) 



- ,- • 
.---__L._ .. -- ..,. -

r ·1 Leave l 

calcium 
carbonate 

dilute 
hydrochloric 
acid 

'\ blank 

(a) A student was asked to draw a diagram to show apparatus he would use to prepare@ I ! 
carbon dioxide gas in the laboratory. This is the diagram he drew. 

(i) State how the diagram is labelled incorrectly. 

·r.{A\~lf£\t.·6...W.....0!'!.9..r:'v3.....~ ... :r.9..~.~.d ................ 


(1) 

(ii) Why is the method of collection of carbon dioxide unsuitable? 

How could the carbon dioxide be collected? 


..~.....c.9.,;t ....l:9......~~.~~/.d.~..........~ ....0:.!.~.. . 


.~ .....~.~.~Q .....9.v.~.... ~.~~ ........9(......~~ .......0.....3.~ 


.....~C1(~~......qy........lq~ .......~.9.~0~..~~......q~!.l.~ ...~ 

(2) 

(iii) Write a chemical equation, inclU~ymb~r the reaction that occurs 
in the conical flask. 

CoLD + ~H-U ~ CCA.U + H- 0 ~ C i 
······ · ··········3·(S)·························("ru~y·· .......................~ .................. ~.............. . 2 


~r CO-t) ell) j) 
(3)olOv""W(A


I) ~CV'-U~ (~dav-t- O"-foVM.W.-o.) 


------~1r-~~----------------+-------------------------~---. 
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/ 

~--o - -/-'. -
Leave 

/' blank @Zinc carbonate decomposes when heated to fonn zinc oxide and carbon dioxide. 

ZnC03(s) --+ ZnO(s) + CO2(g) 

A student investigated this reaction using the following method. 

1. Weigh a clean dry crucible. 
2. Add some zinc carbonate powder and reweigh the crucible and contents. 
3. Heat the crucible and contents for five minutes. 
4. Allow the crucible and contents to cool and then reweigh. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the mass of the crucible and contents is unchanged. 

The student did the experiment four times, starting with different masses of zinc carbonate, 
and recorded her results in a table. 

Mass in grams recorded in each experiment 

1 2 3 4 

Mass of empty crucible 19.3 20.1 20.4 19.8 

Mass of crucible and zinc carbonate 
before heating 

25.2 25.9 26.5 25.4 

Mass of crucible and contents 
after heating for five minutes 

24.8 24.1 24.9 23.4 

Mass of crucible and contents 
after heating for a total of ten minutes 

23.9 23.9 24.4 23.4 

Mass of crucible and contents 
after heating for a total of fifteen minutes 

23.5 23.9 24.4 23.4 

(a) Why does the mass of the crucible and contents decrease during heating? 

~ .....~0!.9.9.~....g~.Q..K..'..~.~ ....! ......~9~··13.~ ..................... 
~D I' .. . .... :?" .................................................................... . .... . ......... .................. ... ........ .. . 


O .. .. 8\Y..~·· ·· ·gjj····lf.9.~t/f:fd~./:tQt(~cl1 
......... ............................... .. .................................................................. ..p..~.. 


(1) 

- 6 
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Leave 
blank 

(b) 	 The reason for Step 5 In the method is to check whether the decomposition of 
zinc carbonate is complete.r 

i 

(i) 	 In which experiment was it not necessary to heat for a third period of five 
minutes? Explain your choice. 

0 .......4,.................................................. .. .............................................................. 

• ....M.G.\(Y:l....0.":.0..9/::;.fj..~....~ .....-3.~..~.Ir;3 /' 

D1<. Jl'v\cvrJ u,~~ ~ !S/lO w\tM (2) 

(ii) 	 In which experiment should the student have heated for a fourth period of five 
minutes? Explain your choice. 

•....1. ................ .................... ..... .... ... .......................................................................... 


- .... ~.9.0.? .... ~~..... ~.~~.r:::j .. ! ... ~?.t....~~.~ 
C5'f< M-CVYJ cAvct~ ~ NL,o.::/-€d :s~(20 Ij~! 
(c) 	 Use the results from Experiment 3 in the table to calculate the following masses. C~ tvo., I 

(i) 	 The mass, in grams, of zinc carbonate used. 

b 0 I........................................................... .. ............. .. ................................................... 


(1) 

(ii) 	 The mass, in grams, of zinc oxide obtained. 

..........':t..~ .. q..................................... ................................................................. ....
 1 

(1) Q2 
-"I 

i 
(Total 7 marks) J 

7 -/1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 	 Turn over 
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( ,- /-- , ) . ( , 

~ave-f----~~~O-f--~~ ~-- n~ x-~ s,=a ~U-~t -s-d---~~iO--m ilie-p-r---~Z AS hiS ~ ject o- o-ide= -- d---u e- i~ ---n frO--- -e iodiCO~ O- Thhle: ~ blank ~ :..J calculate the percentage of oxygen by mass in the first five Group 2 metal oxides. 
He presented his results in a table. 

Formula 
of oxide 

Relative formula mass % by mass of oxygen 

BeO 25 64 

MgO 40 40 

CaO 56 29 

SrO 104 15 

BaO 153 10 

(a) Draw a bar chart to show the % by mass of oxygen for the five oxides. 
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(3) 

o 
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-

Leave 
blank~The teacher asked the student some questions. 

(b) Suggest a suitable answer to each question. 

(i) 	 Why is a line graph of % by mass of oxygen against relative formula mass not a 
valid way to present the data? 

·.....4.~0::::/ ..~.~....~... }\Qt....~.~.!0.Y·QW4.·I··h:.Q···· 
./fJ~~..~.~.~....\j~.~.../. ..9..0fj......~.-t9:!.0 .. ..N ~ 

VoJ<..A-e... 5 P 05<5 <-b1-a. (1) 

(ii) 	 What is the relationship between the % by mass of oxygen in the oxide and the 
relative formula mass of the oxide? 

.~0. ...?f... 9.>S~!J.~....~ .... 0.Q....~~.~ 

...&~~.~ ...~..Y.Y.r? ....~.~.~~ .................................... .... 

(<SY VI- Q - \f'e,V?Q) 	 (1) 

(c) 	 The teacher told the student that he should have done some experimental work for this 
part of the project. 
The teacher suggested that a suitable experiment to determine the % by mass of 
oxygen in an oxide would be the combustion of magnesium. 

Outline the procedure, including measurements and calculations, that you could use 
to obtain a value for the % by mass of oxygen in magnesium oxide. 


... 

• H' eA.. a hv- V\I\..a..£I Y\fLS ( LA-tv\ ...............:.:J..................J ..... .... ........... ..... ..... ........ ......... ... ................. ............... ............ . 


· .... ~..! ...f?.~~.!....rdJ.~.~~.......~.0fJ~.~.0..~......... ... . 

•.... 0.[.~.fj.0!..... ~!J~.~.y.~ ....Q.X(..rjp..... / .. ~....9.f 

......~....CJ'!:. .....~~~.~......................................................................... . 


o .... .~4......~....... ~~.f.:.tJ.~....t.9 ..... ~.~ ..... ~.~ 


C> •••••0.:~ ......~........f:.:18.9. ..... ..~.~07.~......~.~......0!J.......... 

........ (.~.~....... ~ .....? ..... ~.~\i~) ................................... ... 


.. ... %......~.~&.~...?7: ...... M CAry) ~ 1Cs'j ~ ...x......L~Q ... ......... 

MCJv-n Cd MjO 

....................................................................................................................................... 

(5) 

(Total 10 marks) 

TOTAL FOR PAPER: 50 MARKS 

END 
~___________________________~IJ________________________~~. 
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